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TH E  lost lighthouse’s emerald beam revealed an obsidi-
an-smooth midnight sea.

And that was an interesting trick, thought Gaunt as she rowed 
closer, it being noontime on a windy and cloudless day.

For in every direction the pale, auburn-haired poet looked save 
that of the lambent light the world was awash in sun. This was 
a bright expanse of ocean, roiling in that gut-churning way the 
pirates around her described as “calm weather.” Sun-glare splat-
tered in thousands of tiny water-beads as the waves slammed 
against the lighthouse rocks and the wood of the ship’s boat and 
its home the receding trireme Sea-Glare. There was no other 
solidity to interrupt the sparkling blue expanse. The tower rose 
unaccountably on an islet in these blazing waters, far from any 
mainland, and its glaucous stone and viridescent crystal were 
spattered with brine and muck and slime, as a thing but recently 
veiled by waves.

“A lighthouse of the Darkling Weave,” Gaunt murmured. 
“One of the few things the ancients of sunken Nobeca truly 
feared.”

“I have an unreliable sense for magic,” said Gaunt’s new lov-
er, the mysterious thief Imago Bone, beside the opposite oar. 
He seemed not to hear the trepidation in her voice. His voice 
was rough leather to her speech’s silk, an audible match for his 
dark garb, and his face was bronzed and lean, with darting eyes 
only slightly less unnerving than the blade-scar and the fire-scar 
that framed them. There was an air of an inquisitive yet cautious 
ferret about him. “I think there’s some of it ahead. And magic 
always fetches a good price.” He paused to catch his breath amid 
the rowing. “What treasures might we find, Gaunt? You are the 
bard among us.”

“Poet,” she corrected, straining to keep the pace, but a hint of 
smile upon her lips. “Poet and scholar. The bards of Swanisle 
and I long since parted ways.” Their exchange summoned the 
attention of the pair of piratical rowers ahead and the brawny 
woman handling both oars behind, and Gaunt hoped the rose-
and-spider’s-web tattoo shrouding half her face, of whose ori-
gins she never spoke, conveyed sufficient mystery to impress. 
She was struggling to row — farm chores were years in her past 
— and it wouldn’t do to appear cowed. If tattoo and muscles 
didn’t suffice she’d have to rely on her voice. For all that she 
was petty nobility, there was more of barn than manor in her 
frame and méin, and moreover she was shrouded in drab trav-
eler’s clothes, grey surcoat and black pants, chosen to deflect 
attention. But she hoped the right words might both encourage 
the shore party and keep them wary. She took a long breath and 

loudly answered Bone: “Glories of the Cult of Infinity, who 
were able to rend space and time. Their works bring power and 
peril. Behold!” She allowed one aching arm to leave off rowing 
to point at the slowly swerving beam. Where the light fell, per-
haps a mile off, the day-lit world parted like a blue curtain, and 
beyond that aperture the waves of their Earthe were replaced 
by becalmed black seas quivering beneath silver cloud-wisps. A 
swollen moon loomed into view over the dark vista. It bore none 
of the familiar gray maria of their own satellite but rather a pat-
tern of craters and canyons that resembled a twisting labyrinth. 
The deep purple sky lacked stars, but was full of thousands of 
tiny luminosities recalling drifting jellyfish.

“You are not the only ones who know of magic,” said a voice 
like a crystal chime. It belonged to the woman ahead of Bone, 
who styled herself “Irilee,” a winsome sandy-brown figure with 
a green streak in her hair to match her eyes, rowing beside Cap-
tain Dawnglass, brooding, black, bald, bearded. Whereas the 
woman was otherworldly, ethereal, serene, the man was unapol-
ogetically of the world and its ambitions.

“My people …” continued Irilee, “my former people … know 
something of these lighthouses, Persimmon Gaunt. They lie un-
der waves unless some powerful magic raises their seamounts.”

“On the piers of my homeland Ma’at,” added Captain Dawn-
glass’ deep voice between oar strokes, “they say such raising 
requires unwholesome sacrifices. Who has done this, I wonder?”

“Likely some great fool who’s destroyed himself,” Imago 
Bone said with good cheer. After a fresh stroke he added, “Leav-
ing the treasure clear for us lesser fools!”

Dawnglass chuckled. “You do not need to convince Captain 
Dawnglass a second time, thief, to seek riches.” Gaunt rolled 
her eyes. She’d traded the company of poets for treasure hunt-
ers, she reflected, though their manners of speaking could be 
oddly alike. Was she truly so different? Scratch a poet, find a 
pirate? Was her life’s goal ultimately a safe harbor or landings 
like these? For despite her misgivings she obeyed Irilee’s ma-
neuvering instructions, and they gently nosed onto a sandy spot 
nestled amid twisted rock.

“Handy,” Bone remarked to Gaunt after helping drag the 
launch ashore and catching his breath, “having former mer-
maid on one’s curriculum vitae.” He stretched and flexed sore 
arms.

Gaunt recovered her own breath before answering, crouching 
and watching the looming lighthouse pierce the sky with barna-
cles, seaweed, and anenomes. “Even with Irilee’s aid, O thief, 
this adventure is ill-advised.”
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“I know, O poet. I’d hoped to reach Archaeopolis with a max-
imum of hammock time. Dawnglass was much obliging to avoid 
piracy during our journey. It’s entirely our fault for egging him 
onto this sudden apparition of an island. And yet … to pluck 
treasure from places where no living hand’s twitched in gener-
ations …”

And Gaunt rose and murmured, despite herself, “To see in-
scriptions with no reader in ten thousand years …”

“To brave the darkness and bring things to light …”
“Knowledge,” she said.
“Beauty,” he said.
“Lore.”
“Loot.”
Gaunt sighed. “We are bad for each other, aren’t we? Like two 

drunks sharing a bottle.”
“Or good for each other! Like hungover friends, grousing over 

coffee.”
She punched his arm. “You do steal the best coffee. But theft, 

treasure, glory — none of that’s more important than the curse 
we swore to break, back in Palmary.”

“Indeed! And I’d not break that promise.” He smirked. “Not 
at least for anything less lavish than, oh, say, the treasures of the 
Ghana of Kpalamaa.”

“Let’s go to the lighthouse, then, and see how it compares.” 
Her tone of giddiness surprised her. Was she a schoolgirl now, 
on an excursion? But Bone merely laughed.

“The nighthouse, more like,” he said. “If the weather permits 
it.”

“Surely it will. It can’t change that quickly, dark dimensions 
or no.”

“Captain!” called one of the pirates, who’d not been rowing 
and had energy to spare; he’d climbed a low but jagged slope 
of grey stone riddled with little pools, shrouded in seaweed, 
and dappled with tiny pink crabs. “A shipwreck!” Gaunt and 
Bone raced after Dawnglass, Irilee, and the well-muscled, 
tan-skinned, tangle-haired woman styled Laughknot. Mean-
while the pirate who’d scouted ahead was just a foot tall and 
the stuff of nightmares — he was an anthropoid sepia rat 
named Jetsam, brandishing a small thin blade. As they joined 
him on the rise they stared across the little island’s tortuous 
stone-scape and took in a huge shattered hulk sprawled upon 
the far shore like some monstrous wooden bird savaged by a 
wasteful predator. Its prow was somewhat intact but beyond 
its ruined midsection and a pair of toppled masts, the sea had 
claimed all but a scattering of floating canvas, planks, barrels, 
and oars.

Bone whistled. “It’s a vessel of the Jargos — the sorcerer-folk. 
I’ve, ah, acquired things from their island before.”

Dawnglass made a sign against evil with one hand and a rude 
gesture with the other. “The country chosen by the dread god 
Klarga,” he muttered.

“Or by some accounts,” Gaunt said, “the country that chose 
Klarga — or even created him.”

“Hard to know which is worse,” Bone said, “but either way 
they were made for each other.” He looked around as though 
orienting among unseen continents. “This is a spot remote from 
their island. And a desolate one. They were determined to come 
here.” He frowned at the lighthouse.

“Aye, mate,” Jetsam piped up, “this be a yankersand cay and 
no mistake, me shorefarthing friends, though ’tis a flickershark 
of a lighthouse, that one.”

Dawnglass grunted, “That means absolutely nothing and you 
know it.”

Jetsam waved a paw over his shoulder at Gaunt and Bone. 
“Ye won’t let me have e’en a bit of fun with the grogless clod-
warmers?”

“No.”
Jetsam’s accent became that of half the Eldshoren Senate. 

“Capital, Captain. As I was endeavoring to say, this island of-
fers no shelter at all from storms, and I mislike the look of that 
lighthouse.”

“Well, anyone with a brain would,” said Dawnglass, “and 
you’ve got a fine brain, Jet, when you’re not using it to invent 
jargon.”

“Ah, you’re a masterflash of a man, sir, a fine example of a 
blitherscalder —”

“Stop.” Dawnglass led the way down to the wreck. 
Now that they’d gotten some elevation the islet was revealed 

as a fat crescent of twisted rock some two thousand feet from 
horn to horn. Sea-Glare had anchored on the convex side; the 
wreck sprawled on the concave shore. Gaunt judged the crescent 
ran from the northwest down to the southeast, where the fell 
lighthouse blazed. Under its eerie beam they picked their way 
to the wreck.

The Jargo ship had been a dromon — like Sea-Glare an 
antiquated design in this era of galleys and knarrs and caravels 
— with an upward pointing beak, triangular lateen sails, and 
over a hundred oars. Such a proud vessel might carry a whole 
company of soldiers. But not now. Now its hull creaked broken 
in the sun beneath a foam of seagulls and a smoke of flies. Styl-
ized crossed blue lightning bolts twisted upon sails that billowed 
torn and useless.

“It can’t have been long ago,” Dawnglass called through the 
squawks and buzzings, “if there’s so much death to feed on.”

And death there was, in an even more unnerving fashion than 
Gaunt had reckoned. This ship would carry many scores, and 
indeed there were plentiful bodies amid the scavengers, most 
wearing the snow-colored togas of common Jargos, daffodil 
swirls and spirals representing sunlight and gold. The bodies 
adorned by the robes were twisted and stiff. The whites and yel-
lows were shredded and drenched in red. Blades adorned hearts 
and throats and eyes.

Gaunt had encountered death before, but never such general 
slaughter. As the wind changed a sickly-sweet rotting stench hit 
her. Is this the journey you desired? The bodies seemed to whis-
per. Did you not prefer to stay among books? Traveling with a 
rogue sounds a jolly thing in poems, but remember the ballads 
of demon lovers and bad ends? 

“Something is wrong here,” came Laughknot’s gravelly tones.
“Indeed?” answered Dawnglass, clearly shaken. “Surely you 

jest.”
“Ha! If only, Captain! What I mean is, look at these wounds. 

All these weapons left behind. And all of Jargo make, made to 
look cruel. Serrations and flanges. Wicked in appearance but im-
practical.”

“Practical enough to kill them all,” Dawnglass said.
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